August's Sampler of the Month ~ "Black Lion Sampler Hornbook " from Pam Schmidt of
Prairie Home Samplers
Well, she's done it again! Pam's newest hornbook sampler is even sweeter than her first one, combining Quaker motifs
with lions (signifying strength, steadfastness, and courage) and other familiar sampler motifs, and it is such fun to stitch!
Stitched over 1 on 29c Lapine Gold hand-dyed Glenshee or 28c Lakeside Vintage Autumn Gold, Pam's model on the left
is stitched with DMC in five colors ~ and I know it comes as no surprise to regular readers of this newsletter that I chose
Crescent Colours' Belle Soie for mine using 3 colors. Save 15% during August on your purchase of any combination of
the following: the chartpack ($27, which includes the hornbook), .fabric ($4), and thread ~ cost varies depending on type
and number of colors used.

August's Attic Addict Specials
During August, as an Attic Addict you can save 15% on the following items all month long:
Needlepoint, Inc. silk
The Sweetheart Tree's designs/kits
Buttons and beads
AUGUST HAPPENINGS at The

Attic

Beginning Linen
Instructor: Linda
One 2-Hr. Class
Saturday, August 4, 10:30-12:30
Fee: $30 (includes all materials)
Here's the beautiful geranium bookmark that is the class project for the Beginning Linen class that Linda uses to teach you
important techniques, with the classic book "Linen Stitches" as the class text. You will learn basic techniques and a
wonderful edge finishing stitch, the nun's stitch, as well as stitching with overdyed threads. Join Linda for a fun-filled 2
hours with lots of tips!

Waterfield Band Sampler Study/Stitch Group Sessions: ????
Saturday, August 18, 10 a.m. - Noon
Fee: $25 for 6 sessions or $5/session
We're gathering fabric choices and the threads so that we're ready at last to begin this exquisite band sampler from Page
Dorsey/The Samplar Workes. Here's another photo taken of Page's beautiful model while we had it here. More close-up
color laser photos will be available to students registered for this Study/Stitch Group as a stitching aid as we work our way
through this sampler. As a group it will be our goal to complete this heirloom piece within a year. Let's see if we can.
Please call to register.

Beading a Fob Class
Instructor: Debra
Fee: $25
Saturday, August 18, 1 - 4 p.m.
These charming new fob kits from Fern Ridge Collections are their newest, but there's more, like "Frizzled," the beaded
version of La-D-Da's "Miss Mary Mack.". Now your only difficulty will be choosing which one to bead! They're all so
adorable. Debra took a class at the Nashville market and is anxious to share the tips and tricks she learned there because,
as she says, she was previously frustrated with beading to the point of not finishing her first project, and then she learned
from the experts! Since then she's completed a number of these, including one of the newest, the swan fob called "Under
the Willow." Included in your class fee is a bead mat, wire threader, and long needle . Bring magnification if needed
and any other of your favorite beading tools, like a Tacky Bob if you have it. If not, we will have some in the shop.
Sampler Sunday
Fee: $10
Sunday, August 19, 1 - 4 p.m.
We're hoping that Vickie will be in town so that she can tell us all she knows from her considerable research about
Pennsylvania decorated towels and show towels. If she's not available, we will change the topic of the afternoon. But no
matter, come join us, bring your sampler stitching, any finished or in-progress pieces that you know we all enjoy, and
spend the afternoon with us. Refreshments will be served. Please call to register.
Coming in September ~ A Very Special Sunday Afternoon

Don't forget to register if you plan to be with us on Sunday afternoon, September 9 (time to be announced) when we will
be privileged to host a "Live Trunk Show" featuring three of the most talented women in our industry: Country Cottage
Needleworks' Nikki Leeman, Little House Needleworks' Diane Williams, and Crescent Colours' Sharon Crescent.
There is no fee to attend, but this is an RSVP event so that we can have enough refreshments for all.
NEW IN THE SHOP
It's finally here!

The
chart, that is, for Fancy Work/Jane Timmers' latest collection of smalls designed around the Gingher Limited Edition
Glory Scissors ($33) pictured above. Jane says this set of sewing accessories was inspired by the hymn "My Country tis of
Thee" by Samuel F. Smith and the various stars found in quilting design: the Ohio star, the Feathered star, and the
LeMoyne star. The accessories will fit nicely in the limited edition red, white, and blue Hershey's Kiss tin, or some other
box or case. The chartpack, "My Country Sewing Set," ($8) includes instructions for a flat pinkeep, a biscornu
pincushion, and a pocket for needles. Also included are instructions for lining a tin and making a decorative scissors
tassel. Finishing instructions for the three sets are included, as well as a chart and finishing instructions for a tiny
pyramid-shaped emery that Jane says kind of looks like a Hershey's kiss. Jane said that she found this difficult to finish
and advises not to attempt it unless you have a lot of patience with finishing. Well, that leaves me out!
The Hershey's tins were a limited edition for July at CVS Pharmacies and some Publix supermarkets. If you don't have
these stores in your area, we have a very limited number of the tins available at $10 each. John was thrilled to spend a
Saturday night and part of Sunday, and several days more, driving me from CVS to CVS in our area gathering as many as I
could find. When ordering the tins, please tell us what color lid you want. Choices are available to begin with ~ I don't
know how long that will last. All are still filled with their chocolate kisses, and we've done our best to protect them from
the Arizona summer heat.
In our July 13th newsletter we pictured this beautiful project, "My Tuscany Box" from GPA/Giulia Punti Antichi ~ we
now have some of the materials and accessories Giulia lists in the chartpack ~ the very charming set of sunflower and
grape pins ($16) imported from France and the Thread Gatherer silk ($6.80/skein) called for in the design.

We also have the Thread Gatherer silks used in Isotta's Biscornu ($6) and the set of Malatesta rose pins ($8), the name
of an Italian family prominent in the history of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Also pictured below are the other
parts of Isotta's sewing accessories: "Isotta's Sweet Bag" ($12) and "Isotta's Strawberry Pincushion and Scissor Fob"
($10), all stitched on 28c linen

Beautiful overdyed/hand-dyed 3-ply floss on unending balls, perfect for punchneedle ~ you never have to stop to rethread
~ no skein splitting, no precutting, no tangled threads, and no thread waste. Just FUN! These are 29-yard balls in
collections called, from left to right, Basics with a Flare - Set 2; Basics with a Flare - Set 1; Country Lights, and Basics
with a Flare - Set 3. Each box is $40 or $3.50/ball. Several punch-needle designers, including Stone & Thread, are using
these beautiful threads from Romania.

Another biscornu, this one from The Cat's Whiskers called "Summer Breeze" comes with the Dinky Dyes silk for $14 ~
and a remarkable mermaid, "Galatea" ($17) from Italian designer, Passione Ricamo.

From Diane Jourdan/Sampler Cove, three beautiful new samplers: "Acorns Away" ($17) is stitched on 36c Lakeside's
Magnolia with 8 shades of Au Ver A'Soie silk, 127 x 273 ~ "Wise" ($15) using 8 shades of Au Ver A'Soie silk on
Legacy's 34c cream Devonshire linen ~ and "Double Dutch" ($17) stitched on 36c Lakeside's Magnolia with 3 Gloriana
silks.

"Tiffany Roses" ($9) from Art-Stitch ~ and "Christmas Star" and "Lacy Cross Ornament" (each $5) from A Stitch In Time
Designs

Here's Lisa/The Primitive Needle's second design, "Kindred Spirits" ($8) stitched on 40c hand-dyed with 3 colors of Belle
Soie.

Beautiful floral and heart designs from Keslyn's , some finished with beads, all charts $9.50: "Love Letters" ~ "Poppies" ~
"Colette" ~ "Harmony" ~ "Emerald Road" ~ "Grated Crest" ~ "Mother's Rose.

From Cross My Heart, "Christmas Kitty Capers" ($8.50) and Imaginating's "Cat Basket Band" ($6).

"Born to Shop Life Lessons" ($9.95) is filled with funny and truer-than-true life-isms (a principle, attitude, outlook or
point of view pertaining to living one's life). If you can stop giggling long enough to stitch these, I'm sure they will make
others laugh as well.

A Mary Engelbreit festival: "Gifts for the Family ($13) ~ "Quips & Quotes" ($7.95)

The next four designs pictured are from a collection of 10 in a leaflet entitled "Constant Friend" ($9.95).

"Sentiments" ($7.95) is a leaflet with 9 designs ~ here are two of them:

Lastly, "Mary's Minis" ($5.95) with 27 designs ~ and "The Taco Sampler" ($7) from Casey Buonaugurio

Which reminds me that it's past lunchtime! Before I do that, here's a few pieces that came from Sandy's framing studio
this week two Navajo rug designs from NP Designs that Linda stitched on 40c silk gauze ~ I apologize for the first one
being a bit blurred ~ and a beautiful wedding sampler that Marilyn hasn't even seen yet because it's not yet set in the
frame, which explains why Christy's fingers are holding it, a beautiful wedding sampler design from La-D-Da aptly titled
"Marriage Sampler."

In closing, a few photos of the beautiful gardens of Chez Vancil in Portland ~ and Chef Vancil, a most gracious host and
certainly in running for Husband of the Year award ~ grilling yams and corn for Sunday night dinner on the deck.
Wonderful memories! Thank you, dear friends.

Our hearts go out to the people of Minneapolis in the aftermath of this week's tragedy.
Jean Lea
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